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Spark developer resume download

Build my resume now * No credit card needed Sr. Python Developer Sr Python Developer - Comcast xxxxxxxx ·         About 8 years of experience in developing and designing Web Based, multi-level distributed applications using the latest analytical programming python, Django, Flask. Designed with the front end using User Interface,
HTML, Bootstrap, JS node, Ajax, Angle JS, CSS, and JavaScript. ·         Designed and developed for continuous integration using Python, Flask, GitHub and Jenkins. ·         Designed and developed a Restful API internally using Python Virtual environments, piston and applications. ·         Related to back end development using python
with Flask framework. ·         Python Web Framework for using Django APIs to access databases. ·         Written python code using the Ansible Python API to automate the cloud deployment process. ·         Having a very strong experience writing API / and Web services for PHP and Python. ·         Advanced consumer features and
applications using Python, Django, HTML, Ajax Behavior Driven Development (BDD) and pair based programming. ·         Advanced views and templates for Python and Django's view controller and template language create a user-friendly web page interface. ·         Experienced Python Modules Numpy, matPlotLib, Pickle, PySide, Scipy,
wxPython, PyTables, etc. to create complex graphical data, create histograms, etc·         Testing, testing, testing and generating test cases of web applications using the Juniti and Python unit testing framework used to test, twist data, and obtain data using Pandas, Pyexcel, NumPy, and SciPy. ·         Used pandas library python statistical
analysis. Integrated dynamic pages AngularJS and JQuery make the page dynamic. ·         Having experienced WAMP (Windows, Apache, MYSQL and Python) and LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and Python) Architecture. ·         Experience developing web-based applications using Python 2.7/2.6, Django 1.4/1.3, PHP, Kolb, Webapp2,
Angular.js, XML, Ajax, CSS, HTML, DHTML, JavaScript and JQuery. ·         Advanced NoSQL technologies such as MongoDB, Cassandra, and relation databases such as Oracle, SQLite, Postgre SQL and MySQL databases. ·         With experience using Design Patterns such as MVC, Singleton and frameworks such as DJANgo,
SPRING &amp;amp; Hibernate. ·         Built using the web application Python, Django, AWS, J2EE, Postgre SQL, MySQL, Oracle 10g and MongoDB. ·         Developed ajax framework to convert data sets and data tables http serializable JSON strings ·         Used Python and Django interface with JQuery UI and deleting content. ·        
Written python modules to extract/ load property data from mySQL source database. ·         Created and created backend data access modules using PL/SQL stored procedures and Oracle. ·         Advanced tools using Python, Shell Scripting, XML automate a few simple tasks. ·         Excellent analytical, problem solving and interpersonal
skills. The ability to learn new concepts quickly is consistent with a team player's excellent communication skills. Strong independent learning ability, easily adaptable to different development environments, cooperation, highly motivated and committed to providing high-quality software.  Work with Exeripence Sr. Python Developer
Comcast - New York, N.Y. January 2018 to submit a built-in database model, views and API's using Python interactive web-based solutions. ·         Placed data on JSON files using Python to test Django websites. ·         Python scripts are used to update database content and handle files. ·         The Django and Flask API used has access
to the database. ·         Related to Python oOP code quality, logging, monitoring and debugging code optimization. ·         Developed tools to automate some basic tasks using Python, Shell scripting, and XML. ·         Advanced application logic using the Python and Flask framework. Wrote backend data access logic using MYSQL and
SQL Server. ·         Used Amazon Web Services (AWS) for better efficiency storage and fast access. ·         Added support for Amazon AWS S3 and RDS to host static/media files and database amazon cloud. ·         Created a unit test / regression test framework for work / new code. Created a Git repository and added to the GitHub
project. ·         You can use PyQt to apply a GUI to create, modify, and view reports of customer data. ·         Used to monitor JIRA errors and monitor the problem, and used the Agile methodology and scrum process. ·         Analyzed sql scripts and designed it for faster performance using Spark SQL. ·          Installed and maintained web
servers Tomcat and Apache HTTP UNIX. ·         Developed an efficient AngularJS client web-based application. ·         Used test-based approach (TDD) to develop the services needed for the application. ·         Added support for Amazon AWS S3 and RDS to host static/media files and database amazon cloud. ·         Responsible for the
design, development, testing, deployment and maintenance of the web application. ·         Advanced server-based web traffic statistical analysis tool using Flask, Pandas. ·         Designed and developed ui web page HTML, XHTML, Java Script and AJAX. ·         Designed and developed frontend using ReactJS redux state control system.
·         Related to working with Python open stock APIs. ·         Use Python to plan, develop, and deploy immersive web applications. ·         Designed and implemented a dedicated MYSQL database server to manage web applications and report on daily activities. ·         Advanced REST API using Django for fetching data in the
NoSQLMongoDB database. ·         Develop applications that use the MongoDB database and pymongo. ·         Advanced Python code to collect data from HBase and designs a solution implemented using PySpark. ·         Written python code embedded in JSON and XML to produce an HTTP GET application, parsing HTML data from
web pages. ·         Written python code to simplify lists of Python with a list of understanding and Python OOP. Worked for the POSTMAN API. Developed REST APIs and created a user model application. ·         Developed a full front-end application, Bootstrap. ·         Advanced remote integration of third-party platforms using RESTful
web services. Environment: Python 3.5, Django, Kolb, AWS, AWS S3, RDS, MongoDB, NoSQL, RabbitMQ, Puppet Rspec, Jenkins, Pymongo, PySpark, PyQt, Pandas, ReactJS, Redux, JavaScript, AngularJS, NodeJS, XML, AJAX, JQuery, Bootstrap, MySQL, Postman, Rest APIs, Git Hub, Agile, Scrum, Jira Python Developer Comcast
January 2018 submit To Python Developer Capital One - Richmond, VA September 2016 to December 2017 Obligations: ·         Used uml rational rose to develop use-case, class and object diagrams of OOA/OOD techniques. ·         The built-in database model, views, and APIs use Python for interactive web-based solutions. ·        
Placed data on JSON files using Python to test Django websites. ·         Python scripts are used to update database content and handle files. ·         An advanced web-based application using the Django framework with python concepts. ·         Created python django forms to maintain the record of online users. ·         Used Django APIs to
access the database. ·         User and resource design roles and groups using AWS Identity Access Management (IAM) ·         Related to Python OOD code quality, logging, monitoring and debugging code optimization. ·         Written by Python modules to watch and connect apache cassandra for example. ·         Developed tools to
automate basic tasks by using Python, Shell scripting. ·          Created a unit test / regression test framework for work / new code. ·         With PyQt, you can apply a GUI to create a user, modify reports based on customer data. ·         Managed web applications, configuration files, users, file systems and packages using Ansible ·        
Installed and maintained web servers Tomcat and Apache HTTP UNIX. ·         Developed an efficient Angular.js client web-based application. ·         Experience working on a Linux server and created scripts for data modeling and importing and exporting data. ·         Writing modules python connect MongoDB with Pymongo and doing
CRUD operations mongodb. ·         Responsible for the design, development, testing, deployment and maintenance of the web application. ·         Designed and developed by the UI website HTML, XHTML, CSS, Java Script and AJAX. ·          Related to working with Python open stock APIs. ·         Responsible for managing large
databases using Panda andmeraamide and MySQL. ·         Written and performed various MySQL database queries with the Python-MySQL connector and the MySQL package. ·         Written python code embedded in JSON and XML to produce an HTTP GET application, parsing HTML data from other websites. ·         Written code R
programming to make data visualization of large data collection. R programming is used to publish graphs and charts. ·          Developed and designed automation framework using Python and Shell scripting. ·         Related debugging and troubleshooting issues and fixed many errors in the two main applications that are the primary data
source for customers and the internal customer service team. ·         Ansible is used to document all infrastructures and application dependencies in version control. ·          Implemented SOAP/RESTful web services in JSON format. ·         Created a Git repository and added the project to GitHub. ·         Participates in the debugging of
applications monitored by j. JIRA using a vibrant methodology. ·         Many daily meetings with developers and users took place and performed quality assurance testing in the app. Environment: Python 2.7, 3, Java, Django 1.4, PyQt, Panda API, HTML, CSS, AjaX, Tomcat, Apache HTTP, Angular.js, JSON, Restful, XML, JavaScript,
RHDT Linux, OOD, Shell Scripting, GitHub, MYSQL, Cassandra, JIRA, Agile, EXT-JS. Python Web Developer American Express - Phoenix, AZ May 2015 to August 2016 Commitments: ·         Created python and bash tools to increase the efficiency of application system and operations, data conversion scripts, AMQP/RabbitMQ,
ÜLEJÄÄNUD, JSON, and CRUD scripts API integration. ·         Developed and implemented by MVC architectural pattern using the Struts Framework including JSP, Servlets and Action Classes ·         Advanced Python-based API (RESTful Web Service) to monitor events and do analysis using Django ·         Related Development using
C++ Bug Fix and Item Testing Layout Commands ·         Led to the development of parsers handling JSON, XML responses and JAXB binding ·         Developed jms (java messaging service) asynchronous communication ·          Created by Python/Django based web application using Python scripting for data processing, MySQL
database and HTML/CSS/JQuery and High Charts data visualization served on pages ·         Advanced web-based applications that use Python, Django, XML, CSS, HTML, DHTML, JavaScript and JQuery ·         Built into client pages using HTML, JSP, XML to communicate with users and business logic is applied using Servlets and Java
Beans ·         Used Pandas API to put data in time series and table format east of timestamp data manipulation and transfer ·         Publish and Consume Contract First SOAP web services using spring and restful web services using Jersey ·         Designed and managed API system deployment using fast http server and Amazon AWS
architecture ·         Worked with jms components asynchronous messaging ·         Worked mainly on Core Java, C++, STL, Data Structures, UNIX, Multithreading ·         Applied code MVC2 framework using JSP's JavaBeans &amp;amp; Servlets ·         Used Python Libraries NumPy, Twisted and Matplotlib ·          Implemented user
interface guidelines and standards for the development and maintenance of the entire web page using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and JQuery ·          Worked in various environments, MYSQL, Apache, CSS, GIT, DHTML, HTML, JavaScript, Shell Scripts. Environment: AMQP/RabbitMQ, REST, JSON, JSP, Servlets, Python, Django, XML,
CSS, HTML, DHTML, JavaScript JQuery, JavaScript, Shell Scripts Python Developer Imate Solutions - Chennai, Tamil Nadu October 2013 to March 2015 Commitments: ·         Designed and developed restful web services using the Django and Flask framework. ·         Extensively used object-oriented design concepts for the general
design and development of the system. ·         Included in building a database model, RESTful APIs and views using a python to build an interactive web application. ·         Created the entire application using Python, Django and MySQL Linux environment. ·         Designed and developed interface using front technologies such as HTML5,
CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap and JSON. ·         Create SQL queries that apply features, views, launchers, and tables. ·          Related typing python scripts and SQL queries parse data in XML, JSON formats, and save them to the database. Related to the development of Web services using SOAP to send and receive data from an external
interface in XML format. ·         Created from test/regressions to work with the new code. ·         The embedded AJAX UI will update small portions on the website, avoiding the need to reload the entire page. ·         Extracted unstructured data from various web sources through web scraping with the Beautiful Soup package and through
ETL use extracted data for further analysis. ·         Advanced applications especially in unix environments and familiar with all your commands. ·         Related to tracking and debugging the problem of applications monitored in JIRA using a vibrant methodology. ·         Included in the life cycle of the project, including design, development,
deployment, testing, ·         implementation and support. ·         Proactively working with managers and development workers to achieve the project's objectives in the expected timeframe. Environment: GIT, Python, Django, Kolb, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JSON, XML, SQL, PL/SQL, MySQL, JIRA, MySQL, AJAX, Restful API Web
Developer VKG Software Pvt Ltd - Chennai, Tamil Nadu July 2011 to September 2013 Commitments: ·         Analyzed business requirements, participated in the technical design, development and testing of the various modules assigned. ·         Made the application responsive using Bootstrap. ·          Included in web design using HTML,
CSS, JavaScript and widely used Table for less Design CSS positioning. ·         After responding to requests, worked on various mobile bugs (such as iOS and android) ·         Advanced page layouts, navigations and presented designs and concepts for customers and management overview. ·         The integrated hibernation ORM spring-
hibernation framework facilitates DML and DQL queries and represents object database mapping. ·         Designed frontend with object-oriented JavaScript Framework as JQuery. ·         Used JQuery to make HTML, DHTML, and CSS code to communicate with JavaScript features to add dynamism to web pages on the client side. ·        
Created images, logos and icons that are used throughout web pages using Adobe Flash and Photoshop. ·         Used adobe experience manager for building websites, mobile applications and forms. ·         Advanced client-side AJAX application that uses XSLT, XPath, JavaScript OOP and more bind objects and upload them through
JNDI Interface Environment: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Ajax, JSON, JQuery, MySQL, TOAD, SQL, DB2, Apache Axis, WSDL, NetBeans, JBOSS, JSP, Servlet, XML, Jira Education and Communications Education B. S. AbdurRahman University 2011 Oskused Python 3.5, Django, Kolb, AWS, AWS S3, RDS, MongoDB, NoSQL, RabbitMQ,
Puppet Rspec, Jenkins, Pymongo, PySpark, PyQt, Pandas, ReactJS, Redux, JavaScript, AngularJS, NodeJS, XML, AJAX, JQuery, Bootstrap, MySQL, Postman, Rest API's, Git Hub, Agile, Scrum, Jira (Vähem kui 1 aasta) Täiendav teave Tehnilised oskused: Keeled Python 3.x, 2.7/2.4, Java, C++, C, Shell Script, SQL Web Technologies
AJAX, JavaScript, PHP, JQuery, JSON, AngularJS, HTML, HTML5, CSS, CSS3, DHTML, XHTML, XML Framework Django, Kolb, MVC Framework versioning Tools Git, SVN, CVS, TFS, Cloud Amazon Web Services (AWS), AWS EC2, S3, SQS, RDS, SNS Veebiserverid Apache Tomcat, Web Sphere, JBoss, Web Logic, Servlets
Andmebaasid MySQL, Sqlite3, Oracle, Postgre SQL IDE Tööriistad Spider, Pycharm, Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA, Ülev tekst 3, PyStudio Operatsioonisüsteemid Linux / Unix , Windows 98/NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista/2007 Tarkvara arendus Elutsükli agile metoodika (Scrum), Juga, Rup Bug jälgimise tööriistad Jira, Bugzilla, Ratsionaalne Selge
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